Plan your day out in advance. Many nurses say that while planning is a good idea, their days are too unpredictable to plan. It is difficult to plan your day because your environment can change rapidly, and much of your day is spent responding to the needs of patients. However, nurses who do plan their day and the tasks they have to accomplish will find that they get more done with less stress.

Make a list of everything you must get done today. Then, make a note of how long it will take and rank the jobs in order of importance. Start looking at tasks and seeing when you will have time in your day to get one or two items done. When you have a few minutes, complete a task that you can get done in that time. You will also feel better knowing that you are not forgetting anything!

Focus on the most important activities first. When you make the list above, also focus on the items with the highest priority. Remember, you may not be able to get everything done. But by completing the most important tasks, you will be less stressed. Also keep in mind that if nothing is going on right now, you should be working on one of your tasks. Due to the unpredictable nature of your nursing job, you can’t be sure that you will have time later. As you complete tasks, check them off on your list. It will give you a sense of accomplishment and make your stress levels drop.

Don’t let interruptions disrupt your day. Nurses have to deal with many interruptions, many of which can’t be helped. However, there are many interruptions that are not so important. Interruptions like long non-work related chats with other staff members, checking non-work email, or other non-essential tasks can get you off track quickly. Make time to relax, visit, and do things to lower your stress. But don’t let those things become more important than your work.

Keep yourself and your workspace organized. Being organized saves time. If you have a desk, spend a few minutes at the end of the day to put papers where they belong so that you can find them when you need them. At the beginning of the day, make sure all equipment is clean and ready for use. This will lower your stress level and make your day easier.

Learn to delegate tasks. Remember that you can’t do it all, nor should you have to. Remember the five rights of delegation in nursing; right orders, right instructions, right skills, right tools, and the right time frame.

Remember, time management is about making your day easier and more productive! - See more at: http://nursing.advanceweb.com/Article/Effective-Time-Management-3.aspx
Remember to be:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fmV0gXpXwDU  
- Flexible & Patience  
- Have Fun  
- Prioritize Tasks  
- Balance work with life  
- Best tips for getting things right  
- Quick stress relief  
- Anticipation of needs

Mistakes can happen:  
1. Failing to keep a to do list  
2. Not setting personal goals  
3. Not prioritizing  
4. Failing to manage distractions  
5. Procrastination  
6. Taking on too much  
7. Thriving on “busy”  
8. Multitasking  
9. Not taking breaks  
10. Ineffectively scheduling tasks

Psychology Today:  
Write on the first line: I am a great multitasker & then on the second line write the numbers 1 thru 20. Have someone time yourself doing this. Record it here ________________

Then write the same two sentences but this time alternate the lines when you are filling them out, on the first line write I, then on the bottom line write 1, then back to the top line and write a, then bottom line 2. Alternate writing the same two sentences. Time yourself again. Record it here: _____________

Which one took longer? This shows you how multitasking does not speed things up

The Myth about Multitasking:  
- It actually slows you down  
- You make mistakes  
- It can stress you out  
- You miss out on life  
- You memory may suffer  
- It can make you overeat  
- Usually you’re not good at it  
- It dampens your creativity  
- OHIO= Only handle it once  
- Can be dangerous